
Day 7: Batsfjord-Vardo–Vadso-Kirkenes-Vadso-Vardo-Batsfjord–Berlevag. 21 July 2013 

I was at the rail as we came into Vardo and got some lovely reflection shots as the water was 

dead calm. 

Today is Lordag (The Lord’s Day). The Norwegians know better than to call it Sunday, 

because the sun has yet to make a full appearance. 

I was standing at the exit when we docked at Vardo at 07:30 to be the first into the Airship 

Museum. It was from this location that Amundsen launched in the Italian airship Norge for 

his cross North Pole flight. 

On shore there were swaths of fireweed. They should declare a competition with the Yukon. 

At 08:00 the departing passengers had to vacate their cabins, their suitcases having gone 

down into the hold for palletizing at 22:00 the evening before. 

As we pulled into Kirkenes the Captain gave the ‘one long-one short-one long’ blasts on the 

ship’s horn. I knew that meant rain. We docked in Kirkenes at 09:45 for a three hour 

turnaround. There were three types of tours on offer to go the ten kilometres up to the 

Russian border: by bus, by quad bike or by boat. No prizes for guessing how long the 

excursions were. 

I must now add Rule Number 4 for Norway. Never book excursions in advance. The weather 

will get you every time. It is better to wait until the last minute when you have some idea 

what degree of frostbite you might encounter. 

As I stepped off the gang plank, it started to spit and within ten minutes it was pouring. I got 

a photo of the quad bike posse as they roared off to look at Russians. 

In the middle of town there is an underground cave called Andersgrotta that was used as a 

bomb shelter. I saw two concrete entrances, with protective blast walls, marked 1943 and 

1944. Kirkenes, Dresden and Malta share the dubious distinction of being the most bombed 

cities in World War Two. Kirkenes was bombed more than 300 times. 



The subtle twist, that the German Excursion Manager failed to mention, was that Kirkenes 

was bombed by the Allies in an attempt to thwart Nazi interdiction of the Allied convoys 

bringing much needed war materiel to the Russians through the Russian port of Murmansk. 

Using my excellent Norwegian, I figured out that the sign SENTRUM meant city centre. 

When I got there the only thing open was the Tourist Office. They were doing a roaring 

trade as they were the only game in town. I snagged the waterproof, reversible , scrunchable 

hat I had searched all over for in the last few ports. It proudly declares “Nordic Adventure – 

Norway”. The fact that I bought it in Kirkenes on a Sunday makes it very rare indeed. At this 

rate, soon I will possess more hats than Ismelda owned shoes. 

At the top of a hill overlooking the harbour I found a 1944 Soviet War Memorial. A very 

serious older man preceded me and he doffed his hat in front of the monument. I followed 

suit and soon determined that he was Russian from his conversation with a companion. My 

hands were so cold I almost dropped the TS4 to give a true test of its six foot drop protection 

claim. 

I scribbled down the Norwegian text on the Soviet monument. Back on board the Excursion 

Manager translated it. The gist is that it is a memorial to the brave Soviet soldiers who lost 

their lives liberating Kirkenes. 

Kirkenes is a lot cleaner, neater and tidier than most Canadian Arctic communities I have 

visited. Like most northern settlements, the mostly wooden house are brightly painted, 

probably to ward off the depression of the long dark nights. However, like most northern 

towns, this one probably looks prettier with a dusting of snow. 

Two people that I ate dinner with the night before had departed the MS Nordkapp to spent 

two nights in Kirkenes before catching another ship back to Bergen. I have absolutely no 

idea what they would do to fill the time. 

The GPS logged another four kilometres. 

There were a ton of newbies on board. The first thing they did was take photos of each other 

on the ship in the rain – like the ship or the rain were going to disappear in the next six 

days. 



My new waterproof beanie did not pass the gale force wind test. Rummaging through my 

odds and ends in my suitcase I came up with a neat local modification. Blow ye winds blow. 

I was in the Deck 7 forward lounge at 15:30 when I spotted an absolute wall of fog about five 

kms ahead and rising about a thousand feet. I was reminded of the inversions that Calgary 

gets in winter. 

At 16:15 we pulled into Vadso and had a chance to visit the Witches Monument and 

Vardohus Fortress, which was built in 1738. Given that it was all uphill, both ways, and that 

we only had 45 minutes, that called for some huffing and puffing. I got a cute shot of 

Barnaby stuffed down the muzzle of a canon. I made it back just as the Captain sounded the 

five minute toot. The GPS had logged another 2.2 kms. 

That wall of fog I had spotted on the way in had now enveloped the harbour. Lights out. The 

Captain left on radar or Braille. 

I have to give the Excursions Manager full marks for creativity. This afternoon he was trying 

to flog a brand new excursion. Tomorrow night, for only NOK 640 ( $ 160 ) we have the 

chance to spot reindeer from, get this, 01:00 to 03:30 hrs. I have to admit to having seen a 

ton of reindeer and I think I would rather sleep. Of course, the excursion would garner great 

bragging rights and unique cocktail party conversation, as in: ” You will not believe the crazy 

thing my husband signed us up for on the cruise”. 

The Excursion Manager gave a briefing on all the excursions. I learned that a group of about 

30 Americans from Grand Circle Travel had joined the ship in Kirkenes. He said 

Hammerfest is the most northerly city in the world – so my earlier visit to Ushuaia, the most 

southern city in the world, bookends that. I had not known the Norwegians export farmed 

salmon to 150 countries. Equally, they even sell $10,000 eider down quilts to Saudi 

Arabians. Finally, Hurtigruten crew members are not allowed to drink alcohol even when off 

duty. 

At 20:15 we docked for fifteen minutes in Batsfjord. It was a very isolated spot with not 

much to recommend it. By now the wind was really howling with spindrift coming off the 

white caps. When we left port it got very dark and quite bouncy. 



This evening’s dinner started with shellfish cream on brochettes. That was followed by 

marinated pork neck with spice sausages served with sauerkraut, bacon and parsley, port 

wine sauce and fried amandine potato. It was finished with lime posset with biscuit. I had 

no difficulty keeping my weight in check – ha! 

It was a late evening stop in Berlevag at 22:15 hrs. But, we had a “Wave Competition” 

against the Hurtigruten MS Nordnorge. The Nordkapp and Nordnorge are sister ships. 

Since I was on the Nordnorge in Antarctica, I did not know which was the stronger loyalty. 

Notwithstanding, like all the other mad fools I grabbed my white towel and a Norwegian flag 

and waved at the Nordnorge. The two Captains had a ship horn contest to see who could 

rupture the most eardrums. Guess who had ear plugs inserted. 

It was a great show of shipping line pride and the two ship’s companies really got into it. 

Good show all round! 
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